Sequence HD
Fixed Seating
maximum density | ease of egress | ergonomic comfort

Sequence HD Fixed Seating
Sequence HD provides
comfortable, condensed fixed
seating with sufficient aisle room for
easy use and cleaning. It’s the ideal
choice for lecture halls, classrooms,
and meeting rooms.
Maximum density
With the narrowest row-to-row
spacing (31”) of any fixed seating,
Sequence HD allows for the most
efficient seating wherever space is
at a premium. Side-to-side spacing
is also flexible since arms are
independent from seats.

Adaptability
Choose either Torsion on the Go! or Torsion Air styles for flex-back comfort. Torsion on the Go!
features a dimpled polypropylene or upholstered back, while Torsion Air features a breathable,
contemporary mesh back. Available with tablet arms (three sizes), arms, or armless.
To adapt to various room configurations or constraints, fixed beams can be straight or curved and
floors can be flat or sloped.

Gravity-activated seat
automatically flips up
when vacated.

Learn more about
Sequence HD Fixed Seating

Flex back option provides
extraordinary comfort.

One-motion tablet arm
mechanisms comply with
the Life Safety Code. Three
tablet sizes available.

Keep users connected
with optional UL Listed,
beam-mounted power
and data. Power modules
result in increased seatto-seat spacing.

Printed on FSC® certified paper
using only vegetable-based inks,
including metallics. Please recycle.

Torsion on the Go! and Torsion Air seating designed by Giancarlo Piretti.
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Ease of egress
Row-to-row aisle space is easy to
navigate since seats and tablet arms
automatically fold to a stored
position when vacated. Flip-up
seats and durable beam-mounted
floor supports make cleaning and
maintenance easy, too.
Ergonomic comfort
Both Torsion on the Go! and
Torsion Air shells feature thick seat
cushions and contoured backs for
outstanding comfort - even for
extended periods of time. Patented
flex-back mechanism gradually
increases resistance over the full 12
degrees of back flex. Non-flex back
option is required for the
narrowest rows.

